


Abraxas

Written by: -

Abraxas is a demon of the astral plane who destroy witches by
demonising their powers.

Abraxas is known in the Gnostic writings of Simon Magus, the father of
Gnostics. It is said the name originated as a replacement for the
unmentionable name of the Supreme Being. He was depicted with a lion's
head surrounded by rays during Gnostic ceremonies. It is said that the Persian
sun god also had this name.

Basilides of Egypt, an early 2nd-century Gnostic teacher, viewed Abraxas as
the supreme deity and the source of divine emanations, the ruler of all the 365
heavens, or circles of creation--one for each day of the year. The number 365
corresponds to the numerical value of the seven Greek letters that form the
word abraxas.



To Accelerate Time

Written by: -
Cast by: Prue Halliwell

Wings of time gather round
Give me wings to speed my way
Rush me on my journey forward

Let tomorrow be today





The Akashic Records

Written by: Prue Halliwell

Legends hold it buried somewhere near a rocky desert, is a fable
book, penned by ancient mystics, known as the Akashic Records. Believed to
be a written account of all significant events throughout time. To know the
future brings, obviously, ultimate power. 

To find them, one needs a map. A tablet found in the Ivory Colls is believed to
be the very map. The engravings will tell the exact latitude and longitude of the
Akashic Records. 





Alchemists

Using metaphysical tools and dark magic, Alchemists can transform any
substance into another. For example, an Alchemist's powers can turn water
into gold and energy into matter. Sometimes, these demons also have the
innate ability to transform the dead into the living by calling the souls back into
corpses.





To Alter the Past

Written by: -
Cast by: Cole Turner

Magna tempus dormiebat ribus



Andras

Andras, the spirit of rage, uses anger as a portal to enrage his victims until they
commit a grievous act of violence. Although the rage leaves the victim after the
act is committed, the violence usually serves a greater purpose, making
Andras a powerful foe. The Spirit of Rage has used abilities to incite wars that
lasted for decades and redefined.
In addition, due to the insidious nature of his work, Andras can be extremely
difficult to defeat.





The Angel of Destiny

Written by: Piper Halliwell

The Angel of Destiny has the ability to freeze anything and anyone. He is beyond a witch's power and
poses no threat. His mission is not to intervene (unless it is a desperate situation), but to offer rewards
and chart new destinies to those who deserve it. The Angel of Destiny cannot help those who exist
outside of time, space or destiny's reach. Those he has helped include Wolfgang Mozart and Britney
Spears.





To Ask for a Sign

Written by: Phoebe Halliwell
Cast by: Phoebe Halliwell

Ingredients:

Leaves of a Dead Rose
Paper
Sprinkle the leaves of a dead rose over the paper on which you wrote the

spell and read it.

I beseech all powers above
Send a sign to free my sister's heart

One that will lead her to her love.



Augar Shell

Written by: -

Drains the life force of an immortal being when placed over its heart.









To Awaken a Poison Victim

Written by: -
Cast by: Piper Halliwell

Hear our call for those who fall,
Purge her to awaken from this toxic taken



Awakening Spell

Written by: -
Cast by: Prue and Phoebe Halliwell

Troubled blood with sleep’s unease
Remove the cause of this disease

Sleep eternal, nevermore
And shift the source of illness borne

To this poppet whom none shall mourn.





















To Bind Phoebe’s Powers

Written by: Piper Halliwell
Cast by: Piper Halliwell

This witch’s power cannot fight
The lure of Evil’s magic might.

Before misused lines are in hell,
Remove the powers of Phoebe Halliwell.



Black Heart

A female demon with the ability to glamour who worked with Haas to lure
teenagers to him. She can hurl energy balls and teleport with dust particles. A
basic-level potion should vanquish her.





Body-Switching Spell

These spells works in conjuction with an unknown potion

Written by: Paige Matthews
Cast by: Paige Matthews

Just once I’d like to know how is it like to be [Phoebe],
Kick some serious ass.

To Reverse the Body-Switching Spell

Written by: Paige Matthews
Cast by: Phoebe Halliwell and Paige Matthews

I wanna be me again.





Borneo Demon

Written by: Paige Matthews

A masked demon who kills with a dart that shrinks the head of its target.
He can be vanquished by blowing him up.





Boss

Written by: Phoebe Halliwell

A demon who used magic to make money. He fell in love with a mortal
woman but since she didn't love him he cursed her to be a wolf and her lover
to be an owl during day respective night. This curse lasts until there is a night
which is a night within a day or till she gives herself to him.

He can be vanquished when the lovers meet in their human form during a solar
eclipse (a night within a day) and seal their love with a kiss.



Bunyip

Written by: -

A monstrous creature from Aboriginal land. The Bunyip lives in swamps,
lakes, and rivers of the Australian Outback. It is believed to bring disease and
is roughly the size of an cow. Usually the Bunyip leaves humans alone but
when their source of food is disturbed they takes humans under the water to
their death in revenge.



To Call a Witch’s Powers
Written by: -
Cast by: Various

Powers of the witches rise
Course unseen across the skies
Come to us who call you near

Come to us and settle here



To Call Wyatt from the Future

Written by: Piper Halliwell
Cast by: Piper Halliwell

Help this mother understand
the thoughts inside her little man.

Though his mouth be quiet,
let us hear his inner Wyatt

To Send Wyatt Back to the Future

Written by: Piper Halliwell
Cast by: Piper Halliwell

Son in the future, son in the past,
Seeing anew what once had passed:

Return him now from whence he came -
Right when he left, all now the same.



Captain Black Jack Cutting

Written by: -

Captain Black Jack Cutting, a pirate who tricked a witch into falling for him in
the 18th century so she could give him immortality but got cursed by her to
spend eternity in a place beyond time and space. He killed her with the same
athame she used to curse him. Black Jack and his pirate crew get a chance to
come and play in fair port cities only when the mystical fog rolls in.









Chameleon Demon

Written by: -

This Demon skulks unnoticed in your house. Observes his victims, seeks
your hidden and collect your weaknesses. His silent breath and soundless
moves makes it so difficult to discover him. The ability to walk up walls,
restore destroyed or lost parts of his body, the power of changing form an
shape and his power to create and shoot energy balls are in his blood. This
demonic spy operates only by order from powerful evil or sells his special
service and that’s why this demon is an unstoppable hunter.

To Vanquish the Chameleon

Written by: -
Cast by: The Charmed Ones

Evil hiding in plain sight
I use this spell with all my might

To stop your changing form and shape
This vanquish seals your fate





Charm of Multiplicity

Written by: -
Cast by: Prue Halliwell

To multiply your strength, recite these words at length.

Take my powers
Blessed be.

Multiply their
Strength by

Three.



Charon

Written by: Phoebe Halliwell

Charon, the soul collector is a beautiful yet evil demon who seeks the
souls of witches and empowers ghosts with special abilities and powers to
help her gain these souls. Ferries souls to hell.



The Chosen One

Written by: Phoebe Halliwell

The seventh son of the seventh son, born to use Tuatha's wand against her.



The Cleaners

Written by: Phoebe Halliwell

When magic is exposed, cleaners cover it up, remove all evidence, erase any
memories and rewrite history if necessary. They are neutral party and exist
only to protect magic. The Cleaners are empowered by both good and evil. It
is a waste of time to negotiate with them, but they can be brought round by
creating as much magical mess as possible so they are forced to grant your
request in order to repair it.



Clyde

Written by: -

A spirit with the ability to transport humans back in time to the moment of
their greatest distress. To contact Clyde you must make him angry or he will
ignore any summoning spell.

To Summon Clyde

Written by: Leo Wyatt
Cast by: Leo Wyatt

Get your butt down here, you fetid worm from the Bog of Eternal Stench!



Collectors

There is a breed of warlock known as Collectors. Not to be confused with
Gammill the Collector, each of these warlocks is equipped with a needle-like
finger that drains knowledge and information from human minds.
There is no specific way to vanquish their breed, but their insatiable hunger
for knowledge is their downfall and your ally.





To Contact the Spirit of a Sister

Written by: Phoebe Halliwell
Cast by: Piper and Phoebe Halliwell

Sister spirit, we call to thee.
Cross on over so we may see.



To Contain the Hollow

Written by: -
Cast by: Phoebe Halliwell and the Seer

Good and Evil must say this spell together.

Abolio extunca vento externeus



Coronation of a New Source

Written by: -
Performed by: Dark Priest

This ritual is used for or by Evil.
Guards will take their places along the aisle. There will be Human

sacrifices and at midnight the ritualistic chant begins. The Source will be
escorted in for the ceremony. A dark priest begins the ceremony with a dark
blessing:

May the world's evil flow through your soul tonight and grant you eternal
dark.

Are you prepared to take the power and position of the Source before
these leaders of the underworld?

Then the Source speaks the oath. Upon completion of the oath, the
Source will be given the full powers of the underworld.

Coronation oath:

Votum Sanguinis
His verbis incovamus 
potentias tremendas 
fontis ipsius 
In hac hora descendat malum
Et coronam imponat 
super virum efectum.

Translation:

Blood oath
These words call upon 
the tremendous powers 
of the Source
Within this hour, evil descends. 
And when he crowns himself 
he will be their master







To Create a Lover

Written by: -
Cast by: Phoebe Halliwell

In the centre of a pentigram, place the animals to be turned into human
lovers.

From strike of 12 count 24
That's how long the spell is for.

If to abate my lonely heart
And chant these gifts I thee impart.



To Create a New Facial Appearance

Written by: Paige Matthews
Cast by: Paige Matthews

Who you were,
You’re now another.

Take the face of [Wyatt’s] brother.



To Create Happiness

Written by
Cast by

Call now the powers, blessed be,
To make my sisters happy



Creeper Demons

Written by: –

Creeper demons cloak themselves in the shadows and prey upon spirits.
Vanquishing a leader of these demons vanquishes his entire clan, which can
be accomplished with a potion.

To Summon a Creeper Demon

Demons who dwell
In slivers of night,

Uncloak your shadows
To witches' sight.













Dane

Written by: Phoebe Halliwell

Upper level demon and personal liaison to the Source. Although trusted
by The Source, the Council regards him as second in line for the throne.









Dark Wedding

Written by: Dantalian
Cast by: Dantalian

This spell is used for or by Evil. Performed by a Dark Priest or Priestess
 
In the beginning, we were damned, and through damnation,
we found freedom, power, and purpose.

As I unite you today, I remind you of those gifts. And in your union, may these
gifts increase your powers may grow in the service of evil.
So be it.



Darklighters

Written by: Piper Halliwell

Darklighters seduce innocent women. Their goal is to create evil through
reproduction. Their power is in their hands and when they choose you they
have the touch of death. They also uses crossbows and poisoned arrows.
Darklighters' poison can't be reversed. It kills Whitelighters

There is a certain type of Darklighter that drives future  Whitelighters  to
commit suicide which is the only way to keep a Whitelighter from becoming
one.

They curse their victims, bring them self doubt, bad luck, the kind that
hurts other people. They reinforce that by praying on their thoughts, make
them think that they are responsible for all the pain when they’re actually not,
use telepathic suggestion to drive them to commit suicide. To find a
Darklighter you need a  Whitelighter because they can sense each other.



Deflection

Written by: -

Bestowed upon one witch in a generation, the Power of Deflection is a
witch's best shield against the forces of Darkness. Deflection can be used
against all Supernatural powers, including those of Good, and potentially, it
could be manipulated to defend evil as well. Like a shield, the Deflection
power must be consciously activated; therefore, a Witch with this power is
vulnerable when unaware of an impending supernatural attack.



Demon Kids

Written by: -

Demon Kids are offspring of upper level demons. These children can be
extremely dangerous as they grow into their powers. The only thing that can
destroy them is the "Nothing".







Demon of Illusion

The goal of the demon of illusion is to create violence in society. He spreads
violence, prays on people that are already open to it.
He can release fictional characters from movies which can only be
vanquished the same way they get killed in the movies.

To Banish the Demon of Illusion

Evil that has travelled near
I call on you to disappear
Elementals hear my call

Remove this being from these walls



Demon-Atrix

Written by: -

Deadly female assassins who can teleport and are famous for their excellent
fighting skills.











The Demonic Wasteland

Written by: Phoebe Halliwell

The demonic wasteland is an astral plane where all vanquished demons end
up. No demon has ever escaped from the Beast which lives in the Wasteland.

The beast sucks up all powers and deletes what's left from a demon.

However, a demon with a soul is unique to the cosmos and could escape from
the Wasteland using the Grimoire and casting the Resurrection Spell. 







Devlin

Written by: Paige Matthews

A warlock who kills demons to get their powers, which is punishable by
death.

By stealing the Ring of Inspiration and capturing Muses he wants to unite
warlocks and to take over the underworld.

To Vanquish Devlin

Written by: Phoebe Halliwell
Cast by: The Charmed Ones

Evil is a faithful foe
But Good does battle best

We witches with these words
Waste this warlocks evil zest.



To Disempower a Witch

Written by: -
Cast by: Tuatha

A Red Ribbon Tie
Round a Fresh Human Heart

The Witch’s Power
Will then Depart

Enchant the Following:

Before the passing
Of this hour
Take away

All their powers.



To Disguise Yourself

Written by: -
Cast by: Phoebe Halliwell

Think of one disguise you wish to project to the rest of the world. This is the
way you will look to everyone except those close to you. You will be able to
see your alternative self when you look into a mirror.

I call upon the ancient powers
To mask us now and in all hours

Hide us well and thoroughly
But not from those we call family

Fill out your new identity on a piece of paper and drop into a potion. This will
mean that your new identity is official—you will now be this person to the
world and the law.





Drake

Written by: Phoebe Halliwell

Drake, a Mercury Demon made a deal with a sorcerer, and he made him
human. Drake kept his powers but if he uses them in any offensive manner,
the sorcerer will get them and Drake burns for eternity. He fell in love with
Phoebe Halliwell and helped pursade the sisters to save Leo and never give
up on love.



Dream Sorcerer

Written by:  Prue Halliwell

A mortal known as Whittaker Berman who has the power to enter and
manipulate dreams. He enters the dreams of women who have rejected him
and uses them to kill his victim by pushing her off a tall building. Killed in the
dream, the woman dies in the waking world. She is often found in her bed with
every bone in her body broken. The only way to defeat him is to resist and kill
him in the dream world he creates.









Elkin

A lower-level demon that kills by draining the life from a person. He has the
power to move extremely fast, shimmer, and hurl fireballs.  He can be killed
with an athamae.







To End Possession by a Life Essence

Written by: Prue Halliwell
Cast by: Prue and Phoebe Halliwell

Host soul, reject the poison's essence
Let love of light end this cruel possession



To Erase a Memory

Written by: -
Cast by: -

Thoughts,
Beliefs,
Ideas,
Truths,
Images

All of these you hold onto tightly
What I mention now you will release.











Evil Spirits

Written by: Phoebe Halliwell

Evil Spirits are ghosts who continue to feel hatred for the world. Some
evil spirits need a dead body to transport them across water. They finger
prints in form of ectoplasm. Ectoplasm is the ghost’s skin; It's outside the
visual spectrum. An evil spirit can't be vanquished on the physical, only on the
astral plane.













Fairytales

Written by: Piper Halliwell

Some fairytales are recounting of ancient battles between good and evil.
Fairy tale magic runs out at midnight. The power of every fairy tale emanates
from artefacts like Cinderella's slippers. Their magic continues to shape every
child born, even to this day. These artefacts are stored in a secret fortress.

The Keeper of Fairytales

Written by: Piper Halliwell

The Keeper of the Fairytales has been trusted with the original artefacts
for protection because if somebody uses fairytales for evil, it could rewrite
them, corrupt them for every future generation.







 

Fearless Spell

Written by: Piper Halliwell
Cast by: Piper Halliwell

Locked in, boxed in
Full of fear,

My panic grows manic
Till I can’t hear.

In need of reprieve
So that I can breathe,

Remove my fear
Please make it leave.

Addition by: Piper Halliwell

This spell may have Personal Gain consequences.



Female Possessor Demon / Mandi

The female possessor demon is a demon who took over the body of the too-
perfect-Stepford-Mom Mandi in order to kidnap Wyatt and use his powers to
bring back the vanquished Source. She is able to leave the body and re-enter
it at will, using her powers while within the unsuspecting host, provided the
body is kept alive when not in use.



To Fill in the Blanks

Written by: Paige Matthews
Cast by: Paige Matthews

Moments lost make witches wonder
Warlock's plot or demon's plunder?

If this is not a prank,
Help us to fill in the blanks.



To Find Good Luck

Written by: Paige Matthews
Cast by: Paige Matthews

To find good luck,
finances have run amuck

creditors I soon must duck,
I cast this spell to find good luck

and hope my life will seize to suck



To Find the Source of a Wound

Written by:
Cast by:

Lead me back from whence this came,
Help me help my sister's pain



The Firestarter

Written by: -

An extremely rare and coveted magical creature usually a mortal, the
power is linked to their emotions. It first manifests itself in adolescence with
the onset of puberty.

If subjugated while still impressionable they can be persuaded to use
their powers for evil, because of this they are often trained to be bodyguards
of their Source.



The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse

Written by: -

The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, anointed ones.
In the hierarchy of demons they are high up, they are ferocious, impossible to
vanquish. Only the Source can kill them. They are War, Strife, Famine and
Death. The horsemen wear a tattoo, the omega which stands for the end. 



Freezing Spell

Written by: Penny Halliwell
Cast by: Penny Halliwell

Let this girl,
Quick as a sneeze,

Stop this snit
And quickly freeze







Games-Masters

Written by: Phoebe Halliwell

Corr and Clea, two demons who set up a reality show for demons. Demon
contestants compete in a series of contests to hunt down witches. By contract
they agree that their powers will be taken over by the game-master in case
they loose.



The Collector

Written by: -

Gammill, aka 'The Collector', is known for his passion of collecting one of a
kind figurines. Thirty years ago a witch cast a spell to make him as hideous on
the outside as he was on the inside.







General Reversal Spell

Written by: Phoebe Halliwell
Cast by: Phoebe Halliwell and Paige Matthews

Burn the spell you wish to reverse as you recite:

Guided Spirits,
Hear our Plea,

Annul this magic,
Let it be.



General Reversal Spell II

Written by: Paige Matthews
Cast by: Paige Matthews

A spell was cast,
Now make it past.
Remove it now,

Don't ask me how.



Genies

Written by: Leo Wyatt

Genies only work for themselves. If a genie grants three wishes, the
genie goes free but with genie's there's always a catch, an unseen
consequence

They are not evil by nature and won't harm you unless you wish for
something.

Free genies don't have powers.

To undo your wishes the genie has to go back into the bottle.  





Gideon

Written by: Piper Halliwell

Educated and intelligent, Gideon was an excellent mentor and friend to Leo,
until that is, he tried to murder Wyatt and succeeded in killing Chris. He
insisted it was for the Greater Good, but received his deserved comeuppance
by Leo.

To Vanquish Gideon

Written by: -
Cast by: -

We call upon ancient lore
To punish with the power of four,

Strike down this threat from both there and here,
Make him suffer, then disappear



Gith

Written by: Piper Halliwell

Gith, a demon who has the ability to create vortexes which suck their victims
into pocket realms or dangerous alternate realities, based on fantasies,
desires and dreams, which will eventually destroy the victim. He feeds of the
energy contained in unfulfilled desire. Although he creates worlds he does not
control them.



To Go Back in Time also To Unbind a Bond

Written by: -
Cast by: The Charmed Ones

The bond which was not to be done
Give us the power to see it undone

And turn back time to whence it was begun.

To Reverse this Spell and Return to the Present

Written by: -
Cast by: Penny Halliwell

A time for everything
And everything its place

Return what has been moved
Through time and space



To Go Through Time

Written by: -
Cast by: Chris Perry Halliwell

Draw a triquetra on the wall as portal

Hear these words.
Hear the rhyme.

Heed the hope within my mind.
Send me back to where I'll find
What I wish in place and time





Good Luck Spell

Written by: Prue Halliwell
Cast by: Prue Halliwell

From this moment on
Your pain is erased

Your bad luck as well.
Enjoy your good luck, [Maggie]

You're free from this hell.



Gremlins

Written by: -

Gremlins are small sometimes winged goblins that delight in causing misery to people with a job to do.
They are lower level beings who love to tinker with tools and machinery of all types. Gremlins were
first heard of during World War II as creatures responsible for unexplainable mechanical failures and
disruptions in aircraft. Although they are mainly invisible to ordinary mortals they can be seen by
witches and sometimes by those mortals who possess  certain psychic abilities. These creatures are
very troublesome in their actions, and, at times, can cause serious harm to those within their area of
influence. However, these creatures mainly just annoy humans. Gremlins dwell in areas with lots of
machinery that they can tinker with, be it in a home or a factory. If they become a nuisance they can be
vanquished by combining one cup of honey, three pinches of flaxseed, two sprigs of fresh rosemary
and one-fourth cup of liquefied seaweed.



Grimoire

Written by: Phoebe Hallwiell

The Grimoire, the evil Book of Shadows, is needed in the coronation of a
New Source. The Source has to lay his hand on the book as he says the
oath, otherwise he doesn't get his powers.

The Grimoire protects itself from good in the same way the Book of
Shadows protects itself from evil.



Guardian Angels

Written by: Phoebe Halliwell

Guardian angels are protection spirits or guides. They are with us all the time
and keep you upright. They also are you inner voice, conscience and
instincts.



Guardian of the Urn

Written by: Phoebe Halliwell

The guardian protects an Egyptian urn.
Anyone who steals it dies, the Guardian feeds off their greed. The guardian
kills her victims with scorpions, spiders or snakes. To stop the guardian the
thief has to do something selfless.







The Guardians

Written by: -

This symbol of Darkness indicates the involvement of purest evil. An
opening by which demons known as the Guardians steal an innocent's soul.
In exchange, the Guardian offers protection of the mortal evil, dusting his lies
in truth. To vanquish a Guardian from whence it came, you must impale it at
its source of power.



Haas

A young demon who wishes to take over the Underworld by having a foothold
in the symbolic seat of power—Halliwell Manor. He planned to kill the
Charmed Ones’ father and gain the Manor by posing as an Estate Agent.
When this failed he set up headquarters at Magic School, using Black Heart
and a variation of the “Alice in Wonderland” story to lure teenagers with
names similar to Alice to him. He would then drain their minds, sending them
insane. His powers include flaming, throwing fire balls and energy balls. He
was vanquished by a Possessor Demon.









Handfasting

Handfasting is the eternal joining of two people in love. It is a sacred
ceremony of commitment, presided over by a High Priestess.

Best performed at sunrise or sunset, where both the sun and moon are
present in the joining of the two lovers.



Handfasting Ceremony

Written by: -
Performed by: Penny Halliwell, Piper Halliwell, Leo Wyatt, Wedding Party

High Priestess:
We are gathered here today to unite two souls as one.
Do you ____ (groom's name) and ___ (bride's name), join us here of your
own free will, to acknowledge the eternal bond shared between you?

Bride and groom exchange personal vows.

High Priestess:
Here before witnesses ____ (groom's name) and ___ (bride's name) have
sworn their vows to each other. With this cord I bind them to these vows.
However, this binding is not tied, so that neither partner is restricted by the
other. Because the only true enforcement of love, is the will to love.

Bride and groom together:
Heart to thee, body to thee, 
always and forever, so mote it be

Wedding party:
So mote it be









The Headless Horseman

Written by: Phoebe Halliwell

The fictional horseman was conjured by an angry student in order to create
havoc in Magic School. He chopped the heads off of the teachers, but due to
the power in the school, the teacher remained alive.

To Vanquish the Headless Horseman

Written by: Phoebe Halliwell
Cast by: The Charmed Ones

End this grizzly fright.
Reverse the role and make us whole.



To Hear Your Heart’s Desire

Written by: Phoebe Halliwell
Cast by: Phoebe Halliwell

My love is strong, my spirit weak,
It is an answer that I seek.

The question burns within this fire,
So I may hear my heart’s desire.









The Ice Cream Man

Written by: -

In the guise of a man selling ice cream, this mortal is responsible for capturing
demonic children. To lure his prey, the Ice Cream Man plays the Devil’s
Chord, which is a series of notes that when sounded together specifically
attract demon kids like moths to a flame.
Once lured, the Ice Cream Man then sucks the demon youngsters inside the
vehicle, where the children find them selves on a magical playground, and
trapped in that world, the young demons must face the Nothing.

The Nothing

Written by: -

This dangerous force exists in the magical world within the Ice Cream Man’s
vehicle. The Nothing absorbs both good and evil beings without warning,

leaving behind nothing in their wakes. Since this force does not discriminate in
its choice of victims, it targets innocents and demons alike. The Ice Cream
Man uses the Nothing to vanquish demon children after luring them into his
vehicle. In that magical world there is no escape from the nothing. Sooner or

later it comes for everyone.













To Interswitch Two Souls from Present to Past

Written by: Phoebe Halliwell
Cast by: Phoebe Halliwell

In this time and in this place
Take this spirit I displace

Bring it forth while I go back
To inhabit a soul so black.

To Interswitch Two Sousl from Past to Present (Reversal Spell)

Written by: Phoebe Halliwell
Cast by: Phoebe Halliwell

In this time and in this place
Take this spirit I displaced

Bring me forth while she goes back
To inhabit her soul so black.



Invincibility Spell

Written by: Paige Matthews
Cast by: Paige Matthews

Blessed with powers from my destiny
Bless this hero with invincibility.





Jeremy Burns

Written by: Phoebe Halliwell

A Lower-level Warlock, who was engaged to Piper before she became a
Charmed One. He was killing witches to obtain their powers and planned to
kill Piper and her sisters.

To Vanquish Jeremy

Written by: -
Cast by: The Charmed Ones

The Power of Three
Will set us free

The Power of Three
Will set us free

The Power of Three
Will set us free

Addition by: Phoebe Halliwell

This spell will work to vanquish most warlocks









Jinny

Written by: Phoebe Halliwell

An ancient sorcerer condemned a demon into the bottle, turning her into a
genie, for not marrying him. 

It says whoever tried to free her, they'd have to switch places with her. Jinny
is an upper-level demon trying to get free and resurrect Zanbar, a city of
magic. Before being swallowed up by the desert, it was the seat of power for
an evil empire.



Julie

Written by: Phoebe Halliwell

A seductress demon.  Worked as Cole's assistant at the law firm as well
as for his demonic activities.

Powers: Shimmering, fireballs, shape shifting, imitation.



Kali

Written by: -

A spirit sorceress cursed into her own dimension, she appears in reflections
and has the power to posses innocents, and uses them as pawns to userp a
witch’s power and turn them to evil.

To get rid of her…
Say… shatter her reflection



Katya

Written by: Paige Matthews

Katya is a shapeshifter demon who used to work for Demonic Dark Lords.
Katya became a powerful and unpredictable rogue player in the underworld.



Kazi Demons

Written by: Piper Halliwell

Kazi demons are base-level demons. The Kazi king creates his demon
minions out of his own body. Vanquishing the king vanquishes his warriors
too.



Keats

Written by: Phoebe Halliwell

Lower level demon and leader of a faction who is being recruited by the
Source to form a new alliance. Beware this demon for he will double cross
anyone to gain power.



Kellman

Written by: Phoebe Halliwell

Kellman is a demon who goes after humans in need and strikes a classic
Faustian deal, promising them help but then the humans are forced into a
training academy which is a program that destroys their humanity and turns
them into demons. When the recruits graduate, they have to kill an innocent to
seal the demonic conversion permanently. When they are completely
demonic, they have a brand on the arm with six chevrons.

Demon Wrestlers

Written by: Prue Halliwell

Demon bodyguards who protect the underworld. They have the power to
open the gates of hell.



Kodzoman

Killer of witches, once a low level demon with minimal powers, gained great
power after discovering an ancient family symbol that gave him the magical
abilities of generations past. Separate him from that symbol to vanquish him.



Krell

Written by: Piper Halliwell

Krell, a demonic bounty hunter whose only purpose is to destroy witches
and demons who have fallen from grace with the Source. He can track
Belthazor's scent, his blood, when he is in his demonic form but not his
human one.

Evil frequents cemeteries, therefore it is difficult to track a demon there.



Kurzon

Written by: -

The demon Kurzon was an enemy of the Source and was banished from
the underworld for inciting a failed coup.

To Vanquish Kurzon

Written by: -
Cast by: The Charmed Ones

Hell for you from its inner core,
The earth won’t hold you anymore.

Heaven cannot be your place,
Your flesh and blood be now erased!



Lady Godiva

Written by: -

The story is that she was the beautiful wife of the Lord of Coventry. The
people of that city were suffering grievously under the earl's oppressive
taxation. Lady Godiva appealed again and again to her husband, who
obstinately refused to remit the tolls. At last, weary of her entreaties, he said
he would grant her request if she would ride naked through the streets of the
town. Lady Godiva took him at his word, and after issuing a proclamation that
all persons should keep within doors or shut their windows, she rode through,
clothed only in her long hair. Her husband kept his word and abolished the
obnoxious taxes.

To Summon Lady Godiva

Written by: Paige Matthews
Cast by: Paige Matthews

Where royals once lived, so did
she,

Bring forth the naked lady from the
eleventh century.

To Return Lady Godiva to her
time

Written by: Paige Matthews
Cast by: Paige Matthews

From lands afar and time and
space

Take her now from this our place,
One that dwells so must remain,

Send her back to her domain







Lazarus Demon

Written by: -

Rare, high-level demons with telekinetic powers. These demons possess the
ability to resurrect themsleves after being vanquished. The only way to
prevent their unholy rebirth is to bury their remains in a cemetary.

Beware: for Lazarus demons get stronger the longer they are out of the
ground.



Leprechauns

Written by: Leo Wyatt

Leprechauns live in their own realm which they reach by travelling with
rainbows. These rainbows are in the sky all the time but can only be seen by
humans when it rains. Leprechauns light them up with their shillelaghs
(Named after a village in Ireland, the Shillelagh is a short club that was carried
as a defence against muggers and thieves in days of old. Also known as
a Cudgel and still very popular today, they are kept in homes and cars
throughout Ireland for the same purpose). Leprechauns task is to give out luck
which can be good or bad depending on what the recipient makes out of it.
They might be tricksters but they're not evil. Pure luck looks like gold
nuggets. 

Spells Cast by Leprechauns:

To Call for a Rainbow Road

Go n-éirí an bóthar laet
Translation: May the road of light rise

To Give Good Luck

Sláinte is táinte
Translation: health and luck

To Curse Someone With Bad Luck

Marbhfháisc ort
translation: a shroud on you



Level Two Demons

Written by: -

Orde Malorum

Commanding the demonic legions, these demonic generals lead the war
against the forces of good. To ascend in the demonic hierarchy, they must
capture and conquer those witches who value good and protect the innocent.

The servants of these generals (also known as Level Two Demons) can
be identified by the weapons which they carry.





Libris

Written by: -

In the demonic hierarchy there are none more insidious than those who
belong to this order… for the work of the Libris is to keep the world in
Darkness and Ignorance. The hunting grounds of these monsters are found
wherever humans have the potential to find proof the existence of demons.

To Vanquish Libris

Written by: -
Cast by: The Charmed Ones

Demon hide your evil face.
Libris, die and leave no trace.





 [Insert

Lord Dyson

Written by: Piper Halliwell

Lord Dyson, a demon who was an evil land baron at Lady Godiva's times. He
feeds on the pain of peasants and gains powers out of suppressed emotions.

To Summon Lord Dyson
Written by:
Cast by:

We look to find the evil set free,
Bring this demon before us three.

To Send Lady Godiva and Dyson
back

Written by: Paige Matthews
Written by: Paige Matthews

From lands afar in time and space,
take them now from this our place.

Two that dwell so must remain,
send them back to their domain



The Lords of War

Written by: -

And thus the Lord of War, his army invincible, swept through the streets
leaving nothing but ashes in his wake. The cause would have been lost, had it
not been for the appearance of an unlikely savior in the form of a woman. Her
face lined with years of wisdom, her hands the fountainhead of a power
beyond belief, the Warren Witch. Brianna appeared unarmed before the
conquering army. Underestimating his foe, the Lord of War ordered her
summarily execution, but his plan was not to be.

Holding aloft her hands, the channel and source of her tremendous
energy, Her mind focused, and her will strong, Brianna did what no man, no
army could: she sent the Crystal Sword of the Lord of War high into the sky,
and hundreds of miles away.

Seperated from the weapon that was the source of all his power, the
Lord of War was quickly defeated, his armies crushed and his campaign
ruined.

Moreover, the fall from grace of this Lord of War was made even worse
in the eyes of those who stood in judgement by the instrument of his
destruction, a simple witch.

The crystal sword is the symbol of the Lords of War, who are a clan of
supernatural warriors. They have been around since time began, starting wars
(they’ve started most of the major wars in history). Once they are done in one
place, they are reincarnated in another part of the world to continue their
work. They are flesh and blood but as long as they carry their swords they are
immune to the weapons of man. They have a strict code of honour that says if
one of them is disgraced, he must steal his abilities back. One of the things he
has to steal back is the magic of a first-born witch (they’re supposed to be the
strongest). It requires the strength of three to destroy a Lord of War.











Lucas

Written by: Piper Halliwell

Lucas is one of the demons who were once humans and consumed by sin in
life. He uses sin balls to corrupt paragons of good. Infectors target a victim's
predisposition to sin and magnify it with a sin ball, leading to the victim's self-
destruction within hours. See also the Seven Deadly Sins.



Ludlov

Written by: Piper Halliwell

Headmaster of the demon Academy. This demon will stop at nothing to
teach and train Firestarters to use their powers for evil. He works with
demonic bounty hunters.

To Vanquish Ludlov

Written by: -
Cast by: The Charmed Ones

The brutal winter gives in
To the flowers of spring
Ludlow is vanquished.











To Make a Vanished Object Reappear

Written by: Piper Halliwell
Cast by: Piper Halliwell

Let the object of objection return,
So its existence may be reaffirmed.



Malcolm & Jane

Written by: Prue Halliwell

Malcolm: A warlock with the power of X-Ray vision, trapped into a
painting by Nell. Lover of Jane Franklin.

Jane: A witch who possesses the power to start fires with her fingers.



Manticores

Manticores are vicious demons with supernatural strength and venomous
claws, Manticores communicate with high-pitched cries and tend to travel in
packs.



Mariners

Fairies sworn to the protection of the sea, the creatures who dwell within it,
and those who travel upon it.

They serve the Masters of the Water and are endowed with power over tide
and storm, wind and current.

When angered, they are capable of great destruction, but when appeased
they guarantee the sailor safe passage home.







More Information on the Demon Masslin

In exchange for human sacrifice, Masselin will make you rich and
powerful for example by attracting successful bands to a manager.
The demons seeks willing, trusting souls, delivered by the one who sealed the
pact. The innocents are devoured by Masselin and consumed for their souls.
The more souls Masselin collects, the more successful his partner
becomes. The victims trapped within the demon and kept alive, their souls
tortured for the pleasure he gets from their suffering.



Matthew Tate

Written by: -

Matthew Tate is a warlock who stole Melinda Warren's love. She cursed
him into the pewter heart locket, where he could spend eternity knowing the
sting of betrayal. Only a descendant of Melinda could free him. Matthew's gift
is to copy the power of a good witch when it's used against him. Once he's
copied a power, it has no effect on him. As all warlocks he is able to blink,
which means to be at one place and then another in the blink of an eye.

To Put Matthew in a Locket

Written by: Melinda Warren
Cast by: Melinda Warren

Outside of time,
Outside of gain,

Know only sorrow,
Know only pain











To Mind Link

Written by: -
Cast by: Phoebe Halliwell and Paige Matthews

Life to life,
And mind to mind,

Our spirits now
Will intertwine,

We melt our souls,
And journey to the

One whose thoughts
We wish we knew.



Monkey Totem

Written by: -

Centuries ago, a sorcerer created a monkey to steal his enemies senses,
only the sorcerer mistreated it, so the monkey stole his master's voice and
was turned into a wooden totem as punishment. The totem can now trap
senses. 



To Move Ahead in Time

Written by: -
Cast by: The Charmed Ones

On a piece of paper, write the day and year on which you would like to arrive.
Burn as you arrive.

Hear these words,
hear the rhyme,

We send to you this
Burning sign.

That our future selves
We’ll find

In another place and time



Written by: -
Cast by: The Charmed Ones

Mr. Right

Such a being is tied to the one who conjured it, feels and thinks as the
conjurer and can even have magical powers.

Prepare a potion and throw in the qualities you want in a partner.

To Conjure the Perfect Man

A perfect man we summon now
Another way we don't know how
To make our sister see the light
Somewhere out there is Mr. Right

To Conjure Mr. Right

A perfect man I summon now
Another way I don't know how

Bring him now into the light
Come back to me, Mr. Right

Addition by: Paige Matthews

If the spell is used for personal gain (to find a partner for oneself) it will have
consequences and will also conjure the evil twin, Mr. Wrong.



Written by: -
Performed by: Jeric and Isis

These spells are used for or by Evil.

Mummifying Spell

Saqqara tiet ushebti

De-mummifying Spell

Dromos wabet khufu nemes akh

To Expel a Person’s Soul From Their Body

Together no more
Through time,
Expel her soul

Leave only mine.













To Vanquish Necron

Written by: -
Cast by: The Charmed Ones

Tide of evil wash the shore
Bring this darkness nevermore

Fell our strength, leave fight as fate
Make this evil obliterate.



Nell

Written by: -

In the 1920’s a witch named Nell tricked a powerful warlock into a
painting with a hidden spell that only his power of x-ray vision could see. The
only way to leave the painting is to say the chant ‘Verva omnes liberante’,
which translates into ‘words free us all’. These words will free anyone trapped
inside the painting.

To Free Someone Trapped Inside a Painting

Written by: -
Cast by: Prue and Piper Halliwell

Verva omnes liberante









On the Place of Magic in the Raising of a Child

Written by: Penny Halliwell

Birth is the finest and greatest experience of motherhood. It is therefore
wasteful and ridiculous to use magic to change what is in the nature of a child.
Before oneself is the phrase ‘favor a child’. The witch must ask herself “am I
doing this for the child or am I doing this for myself?”

For the witch who is bothered by the noise of a child and would seek to
use magic to bring forth peace and quiet, this tome can only say one thing:
sometimes a baby just has to cry.



To Open Someone’s Heart

Written by: Paige Matthews
Cast by: Paige Matthews

Open [Phoebe’s] heart to [Cole]
Reveal the secret that it holds

Bring forth the passion of love’s fire
That he may feel her true desire.



To Open Someone’s Heart II

Written by: Paige Matthews
Cast by: Paige Matthews

Open Piper's heart to reveal
That part which only Phoebe feels
Send it back from whence it came

Don't protect her from the pain



The Oracle

Written by: -

The Oracle is an underground demon with the ability to foresee the
future. She assists the Source. See also The Seer.



The Order

The Order, a demonic cult that used to be the most powerful force until their
leader was vanquished. They have been waiting for their leader to be
reincarnated ever since and believe he was in Wyatt Halliwell.



Written by: Paige Matthews

Oren

Years ago gypsies threw a curse on a gypsy hunter named Oren.
Blinding him so he no longer had the power to spot gypsies. Only gypsy
magic can lift his curse.

Cree

Cree, the son of Oren, kills Shuvanis, a form of a gypsy high priestess, in
order to find the eyes of a Shuvani with the powers of the Waffediyok or "Evil
Eye". This would have enabled Oren to see and track Shuvanis again. They
would also have made him immune to all but the strongest spells and
potions. 

To Vanquish

Written by: -
Cast by: The Charmed Ones; Eva

Niccolli gypsies stand strong beside me... 
Marina, Theresa, Lydia...

Niccolli gypsies stand strong beside us, 
vanquish this evil from time and space.
Niccolli gypsies stand strong beside us, 
vanquish this evil from time and space. 
Niccolli gypsies stand strong beside us, 
vanquish this evil from time and space.
Niccolli gypsies stand strong beside us, 
vanquish this evil from time and space.





Parallel Worlds

Written by: -

Parallel worlds exist in order to keep the balance of the universe. These
parallel worlds mirror each other, so if anything happens in one world it also
happens in the parallel world. It also means that whoever exists in one world
also exists in the mirror world however with reversed morality.

In a case of intersection of such parallel worlds the balance is threatened or
thrown off.

To Open a Portal into a Parallel World

Written by: Phoebe Halliwell
Cast by: Phoebe Halliwell and Paige Matthews

In this place and in this hour,
We call upon the ancient power.

Open the door through time and space,
Create a path to another place.



Parasite Demons

Written by: -

Once cursed by a witch the parasite demons lost their powers and had to fed
off the magic of others. To fully restore their power they would have needed
an enormous supply of magic.



Past Lives

Written by: Leo Wyatt

Souls evolve, grow from one lifetime to the next. A past life coming back
to haunt the present one is very rare, but sometimes a past life tries to send
you warnings.

People in past lives probably look the same to you because your soul
recognized their souls. We all tend to travel in the same circle of family,
friends, even enemies throughout our various lives. Souls recognize each
other so people can keep finding each other.





Phantasm

Written by: Phoebe Halliwell

A phantasm is a type of spirit made up from the residual energy of vanquished
demons in one place. It only possesses bad guys to make them worse, and
can be defeated by a wand that sucks it in. in extreme cases, a witch doctor is
the best person to vanquish them.







Possessor Demon

Written by: Piper Halliwell

A demon who takes over his victims and possesses them, holding them under
complete control.





To Prepare the Table

Written by: Paige Matthews
Cast by: Paige Matthews

On Piper's day set this table
With all the favours you are able.



To Promote Compromise

Written by: -
Cast by: Paige Matthews

These words
Will travel

Through the Minds
Of stubborn parties

And unbind
The thoughts too rigid

To be kind
A compromise

They’ll dis-entwine



To Promote Better Luck

Written by: -
Cast by: Piper Halliwell

Burn sage as you chant:

Sage so fair,
From far and wide,
Take my troubles

And brush them aside



Protection Spell also To Vanquish Shapeshifters

Written by: -
Cast by: The Charmed Ones

When in the circle that is home
Safety’s gone and evil’s roam
Rid all beings from these walls

Save sisters three, now heed our call



The Rat Demon

Written by: Piper Halliwell

Rat demons can shift shape into rats. They can also turn humans into
rats. They deal with humans like Andrew Wike who was laundering money for
demons. Demons need money to insinuate themselves into the human world,
to buy clothes, rent apartments etc. to fit in. 



To Release Gods from Mortals

Written by:
Cast by:

We call upon the mortal ways
And gods who guide but may not stay,

We seek those of divinity
To separate from and set them free.



To Relinquish our Powers

This spell is to be used only in direst emergency, not lightly, only by
choice.

This spell is irreversible.

From whence they came
Return them now
Vanish the words

Vanish our powers.

To be chanted thrice.



To Relive Memories

Written by: Piper Halliwell
Cast by: Piper Halliwell

Let the truth be told,
let out lives unfold

so that we can re-live our memories,
and stop being enemies

Burn the spell.



Written by: Phoebe Halliwell
Cast by: Phoebe Halliwell

To Re-live the Past

The past is the future,
And the future is the past.

Let’s welcome back the senior class.

To Create the Illusion of Fire

Make them see what cannot be:
Flames that leap to make them flee.

Make him hear what isn’t there.
His deepest worries come to bear.

To Be Unforgettable

Those who mark who I am,
Let them always remember when.



To Re-open the Vortex

Written by: Phoebe Halliwell
Cast by: Piper and Phoebe Halliwell

Sower of discord
Your help we implore
I summon thee now

With these words of truce



To Repair Material Goods

Written by: Paige Matthews
Cast by: Paige Matthews

Personal loss should not be mine,
restore this sweater and make it fine

This spell may have Personal Gain Consequences.



To Resolve Sibling Rivalry

Written by: Penny Halliwell
Cast by: Penny Halliwell

Pass your petty jealousies to darkest night
Let these feuding siblings no longer fight.

To Reverse the Sibling Rivalry Spell

Written by: Patty Halliwell
Cast by: Patty Halliwell

Reverse the spell from the book
and please restore

what was took



To Restore a Person’s True Appearance

Written by: Paige Matthews
Cast by: Paige Matthews

You who found me
In this bar

Return to who
You really are





To Restore a Memory

Written by: Paige Matthews
Cast by: Paige Matthews

Powers and emotions tied
A witch's heart is where is lies
Help her through her agony
Bless her with her memory



To Restore Powers Lost in Battle

Written by: Phoebe Halliwell
Cast by: Chris Perry Halliwell

Powers of witches rise,
Come to me across the skies.

Return my magic, give me back
All that was taken from the attack



Return From the Future Spell

Written by: -
Cast by: -

Take us back from
Whence we came

To time and place
That stays the same

Let past by present
That time regain





 To Reverse the Awakening Spell

Written by: -
Cast by: Prue and Phoebe Halliwell

What was awakened
From its sleep

Must once again
Slumber deep

Return the disease
To whence it came

So life can ease
Back to the same



To Reverse a Curse

Written by: Paige Matthews
Cast by: Paige Matthews

I call upon the Halliwells
I call our powers to undo this spell

Make right again that we must
Reverse the curse that made this mutt



Rite of Passage

‘Rite of Passage – fight it with the Power of One or else… a more powerful
Evil that awaits will destroy you.’



Rodreiguez

Written by: Prue Halliwell

Rodriguez, lower level demon who possesses the power to generate balls of
electricity through his hands.



Ronyx Crystal

Written by: -

An ancient form of magical voyeurism which predates even the crystal ball.

To Activate a Ronyx Crystal

Written by: -
Cast by: Gideon

Mallock cormon alli-tas






